α-Complementation in an artificial genome replication system in liposomes.
Genome size is considered one of the limiting factors for the replication of primitive life forms. However, the relationship between genome size and replication efficiency has not been tested experimentally. In this study, we examined the effect of genome size on genome replication by using an artificial cell model: a self-replicating RNA genome encapsulated in a liposome. For the reduced genome size we used α-complementation of the lacZ gene. We first characterized α-complementation in the purified translation system and then applied α-complementation to the genome replication system. The reduction in the genome size together with the addition of ω-fragment increased the replication efficiency approximately eightfold. This result provides experimental evidence that genome size can be a limiting factor for primitive self-replication systems; it also implies that this artificial cell model could be a useful experimental model to identify possible mechanisms of genome enlargement.